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A extremely high refractive index metamaterial can be realized by decreasing the diamagnetic effect in metallic unit and 
increasing the effective permittivity through strong capacitive coupling. Based on design of a square-shaped metallic patches 
metamaterial, the peak index of refraction near 33.5 at 0.9THz can be achieved. When the second square-shaped patch is 
nested in metamaterial, a dual band high refractive index is achieved. Both of the high index bands can separately correspond 
to different component in metamaterial structure. Then, a triple nested square-shaped metallic patches metamaterial to 
realize multiband high refractive index performence was designed.  
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1. Introduction  
 
Recently, more attention has been paid to controlling 

arbitrarily electromagentic wave, which was realized by the 
advent of metamaterials [1-6]. Most of previous 
researchson metamaterials focused on achieving the 
negative refractive index rather than high refractive index 
[7, 8]. Howevr, ultra-high refractive index of material can 
provide design variously for the transformation optics [8]. 
Thus, expanding the high refractive index will launch the 
scope of spectral research of refrative index material [9]. 
Previous work on improving the refractive index of the 
metamaterial by designing metamaterials frequently in 
atoms [10], or split-ring resonator [11]. Recently, Shin et al. 
has designed a three-dimensional cubic metamaterial to 
weak the current loops to decrease the  diamagnetic effect, 
leading to high index material [12]. Choi et al. designed and 
fabricated an “I”-shaped terahertz metamaterial with 
unnaturally high refractive index [13, 14]. Although some 
high refractive index metamaterials have been designed and 
fabricated, most of designed metamaterials focused on 
single frequency band.  

In this paper, we designed a multiband metamaterial 
with high refractive index in terahertz regime on the basis 
of square-shaped metallic ring on a substrate. Large 
effective permittivity and permeability of designed 
metamaterial can be easily achieved. Based on design of a 
square-shaped metallic patches metamaterial, the peak 
index of refraction near 33.5 at 0.9THz can be achieved. 
When the second square-shaped patch is nested in 
metamaterial, a dual band high refractive index is achieved. 
By optimizing geometrical parameters of the metamaterials 
in multi-ring structure, the multiband high refractive index 

performance can be obtained. 
 
 
2. Principle of high refractive index  
 
According to Maxwell’s equations, the effective 

refractive index is determined by effective permittivity and 
the effective permeability n √ . The high dielectric 
effective permittivity can be achieved by the electrical 
resonance generated from the capacitive response [13]. 
Shin pointed out that different aspects of structure can 
determine their effective permeability and effective 
permittivity [12]. The capacitive response refering to 
effecitve permittivity can be enhanced by reducing the gap 
width between the metal elements. By decreasing the 
thickness of the metal elements, a higher effective 
permeability can be achieved. 

Recently, Choi et al. proposed a parallel line charge 
accumulation model to estimate the effective refractive 
index of metamaterials [14]. The accumulated charges and 
the scaling of the effective permittivity depended on the gap 
width between elements. In strongly coupled reigme, the 
accumulated charges were proportional to  , and they 
can be represented as [14]  

Q  ,             (1) 

where  is the relative permittivity of the substrate 

material, L is the length of the unit cell of metamaterial, g is 

the gap width between metal elements, and  is the 

incident electric field. By calculating the amount of the 

accumulated charges on the line capacitor in the unit cell of 
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the metamaterial, the effective permittivity of the 

metamaterial can be estimated by 

     ,                (2) 

where P is the polarization density, and it can be 

approximated by dipole moment per unit volume as 

                   (3) 

Here, d is the physical thickness of the unit cell of the 

metamaterial. In Eq. (2), E / , where β  is a 

dimensionless fitting parameter. Then, the accumulated 

charges in Eq. (1) are inversely proportional to the gap 

width of the metallic patch capacitors. The empirical 

asympotic formula to the effective refractive index can be 

obtained with the assumption of effective permeability 

being unity as [9] 

n / / / /  ,    (4) 

where α is another dimensionless fitting parameter. As the 
gap width between metal patches decreases, the capacitive 
effect becomes dominant, resulting in the index of 
refraction of the metamaterial being drastically enhanced. 
 
 

3. Designed metamaterial structure and  
  effective parameters retrieval method 
 
In order to realize a high refractive index performance 

of metamaterial, the effective permittivity should be 
drastically increased by strong capactive coupling through 
decreasing gap width, and the effective permeability should 
be enlarged by decreasing the diamagnetic effect with a thin 
metallic structure element. A single unit cell we designed is 
shown in Fig. 1. The substrate is of  dielectric polyimide 
material (n=1.8+0.04i) with the thickness of 2μm. The 
thickness of the square-shaped ring is 0.1μm with metal 
material.  The metal used to construct the metamaterials is 
lossy copper (

71096.5  S/m), and the metallic 
structure is on the top of substrate.  

 

 

Fig. 1. 3D model of the single band high index 
metamaterial. The unit cell structure is made of a 

square-shaped metallic ring patch on dielectric substrate 

It is known that in Fig. 1 this metamaterial structure 
can be equivalent to an homogenous slab under the 
condition of a long wavelength. The effective constitutive 
parameters can be obtained by the standard retrieval 
method of S parameters developed by Smith et al. [15-17]. 
This method to extract the constitutive parameters of 
metamatricals by using the reflection and transmission 
coefficients (S parameters) can be applied to numerical 
simulation and experimental data for the simple and 
complex structures [18-20]. 

 
 
4. Optimized and calculated results of  
   multiband high refractive index 
 
4.1. Single band metamaterial 
 
Fig. 2 shows the top view schematic, the gap width 

between the unit cell is defined as g1=L-a1, and the width 
of metallic ring is w1. They have a great effect on 
controlling the effective refractive index of the designed 
metamaterial. Firstly, the single layer metamaterial with 
L=40μm, w1=2μm, a1=39μm, g1=L-a1=1μm is 
determined. Because the square-shaped ring is a centrally 
symmetrical structure, our designed metamaterial is 
isotropic with the incident direction of the electric field 
along x axis.  

 

Fig. 2. Top view schematic of the single band high  
index metamaterial 

 

Fig. 3(a) shows the transmittance and reflectrance of 
the metamaterial with the parameters in Fig. 2 in the THz 
region. The phase of the calculated S parameters is showed 
in Fig. 3(b). The effective constitutive parameters of 
metamaterials can be obtained by the standard retrieval 
method, the effective permeability, the effective 
permittivity and the effective refractive index. Based on 
the transmittance and reflection coefficients and the phase 
properties in Fig. 3, a peak of effective permittivity about 
550 at about 1.0THz can be extracted in Fig. 4(a). These 
effective permittivities are significantly greater than the 
effective permittivity of the bare polyimide film [7]. We 
also get a peak permeability of about 5.1 at about 1.1THz 
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in Fig. 4(b). It can be revealed that that strong resonant 
results exist in g1, and reducing the gap width can improve 
the effective permittivity. The thin square-shaped metallic 
ring structure can effectively decrease the diamagnetic 

response to get a high effective permeability. So the peak 
of effective refraction index achieves about 33 at about 
1.0THz in Fig. 4(c). 

 

 
Fig. 3. (a)Transmission/reflection spectra of the single band high index metamaterial.(b)The phase of the  

caculated S parameters 
 

 

 
Fig. 4. Extracted effective permittivity (a), permeability (b), refractive index (c) for a single band high index  

metamaterial with the single-square-shaped metallic ring patches 

 

 

For obtaining the physical origin of single band high 
refractive index of the metamaterical, we simulated the 
electric and magnetic field distribution around the metallic 
patch between four unit cells at 0.3THz. It can be seen in 
Fig. 5 that the strong electric field is concentracted in the 

gap between unit cells, resulting in the high effective 
permittivity. And the magnetic field penetrated deeply into 
the unit cells at 0.3THz, leading to decrease of the 
diamagnetic effect in metamaterial. These characteristics 
of the electric and magnetic field distributions are 
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consistent with the extracted dielectric constant and 
magnetic permeability. 

 
Fig. 5. (a)Saturated electric field distribution at 0.3THz, 
(b)the vector plot of the magnetic field distribution at 0.3 

THz in the four unit cells 
 

The gap width is a key geometric parameter used to 
increase the refractive index of the metamaterial.  In 
order to clarify the effect of the gap between unit cells on 
the effective refractive index, Fig. 6 demonstrates the 
change of effective refractive index as a function of gap 

width g1 with other paraments unchanged. It is found the 
increase of gap width g1 makes lower effective refractive 
index but makes the postion of peak value moving to a 
higher frequency. So, it is expected that one can get 
arbitrary high refractive index through decrease the width 
of gap. Moreover, another important factor in increasing 
the effective refractive index is the metallic beam width, 
which is related to the diamagnetic response in 
metamaterial. The dependent effective refractive index on 
w1 is demonstrated in Fig. 7. The increase of beam with 
w1 results in the reduction of the peak index and the 
position of the peak index also moves to a higher 
frequnecy.  

Based on the above analysis about the single band 
high index metamaterial, it can be seen that both the 
decrease of gap width and beam width can decrease the 
current loops and improve the effective refractive index of 
metamaterial. 

 
Fig. 6.(a)the real part of the index, and (b) the imaginary part of the index as a function of gap width g1 

 

 

Fig. 7.(a) the real part of the index, and (b) the imaginary part of the index as a function of w1 
 
 

4.2. Dual band high index metamaterial 
 
The above design and analysis have indicated that a 

single band high refractive index can be realized by a 
single-square-shaped ring. In order to get a multiband 
refractive Index metamaterial, the second square ring is 
nested in the middle of the first one to create a 

double-square-shaped ring metamaterial structure, which 
is sill centrosymmetric, as shown in Fig. 8. Here, the 
parameters of the unit cell, L=40µm, a1=39µm, a2=33µm, 
w1=w2=2µm, g1=1µm, g2=1µm, were defined. The gap 
width, g1, is expressed by g1=L-a1. The second gap width 
in unit cell, g2, is expressed by g2=a1-a2-2*w1. 
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Fig. 8. Schematic of the dual band high index 

metamaterial. The unit cell structure is made of dual 
square-shaped metallic patch ring on the dielectric 

 

When the double-square-shaped ring metamaterial 
structure was exposed to the normal incident THz 
electromagnetic field, the reflectance and transmittance of 
the metamaterial were calculated in Fig. 9. The presence 
of two gaps in the unit cell of designed metamaterial 
results in a dual band performance, which is different from 
the single band metamaterial in the refractive index and 
the transmission spectra. There exist two resonant 
frequency, one is at frequency of 1.1THz, the other is at 
1.8THz. The phase of the structure is indicated in Fig. 
9(b).  

 

 

 
Fig. 9. (a)Transmission/reflection spectra of the dual band high index metamaterial.(b)The phase  

of the calculated S parameters 

 

The effective permittivity, the effective permeability 
and the effective refractive index for designed dual band 
metamaterial can be extracted by S parameters method as 
shown in Fig. 10. The strong electric resonance is 
inspected with a peak permittivity of 320 at about 1.1THz, 
and the weak one appears with the peak permittivity of 

about 95 at about 1.7THz. These effective permittivities 
are also greatly larger than the bare polyimide films[7]. As 
mentioned in the single structure, it can be deduced that 
the strong electrical resonance results from the g1 in the 
unit cell and the weak electrical resonance is relevant to 
g2. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 10. Extracted effective permittivity, permeability, refractive index for a dual band high index metamaterial  

with the double-square-shaped metallic ring patches 

 

In order to reveal the physical origin of high refractive 
index of the metamaterial for the double-ring-shaped 
structure, the electric and magnetic field were numerically 
simulated around the metallic patch at the frequency of 
0.3THz. In Fig. 11(a), the electric field is strongly 
concentrated in the gaps between unit cells and between 

rings, resulting in a dual band greater effective permittivity. 
Obviously, the field intensity between rings is slightly 
weaker than that between unit cells, leading to the larger 
effective permittivity in the first high refractive index band 
refering to g1. In Fig. 11(b), due to the negligible metal 
volume fraction corresponding to the current loop with the 
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thin metallic rings, the magnetic field penetrates deeply 
into the unit cell. So the designed double-square-shaped 
rings can effectively suppress the diamagenetic response, 
realizing a dual band high refractive index metamaterial. 

 
Fig. 11. (a)Sarutated electric field distribution at 0.3THz, 
(b)the vector plot of the magnetic field distribution at 0.3 

THz in four unit cells 

 

 
After optimizing the parameters of component in unit 

cell, it can be seen that the peak of first band is higher 
when compared with that of first band, as shown in Fig. 12. 
It is found that the effective refractive index peak for 
second high index band has a blue-shift with the increase 
of gap width g2. It can be attributed to the capacitive 
response of the gap width g2 and the decrease of 
polarization density. The first peak of high refractive index 
can be attributed to the gap width g1. In Fig. 12, with the 
increase of w2 and g2=2, the effective refractive index of 
the second band also have a blue-shift. But the effective 
refractive index of the first band is not slightly changed 
when g2 and w2 are changed. Above all, it can be easily 
predicted the depedence of the first high refractive index 
band depends on gap width g1, and the gap width g2 has 
greatly influence on the second high refractive index band. 

 

Fig. 12. Gap width of g2 dependent effective refractive index: (a)the real part of the index, and (b) the  
imaginary part of the index 

 

 
Fig. 13. Effective refractive index as a function of w1, (a) the real part of the index, and 

 (b) the imaginary part of the index 
 

 

4.3. Triple band metamaterial 
 
As shown in Fig. 14, the third  square ring is nested 

into the pervious structure to create a triple-square-shaped 
metamaterial structure. The parameters of the unit cell, 
L=40µm, a1=39µm, a2=33µm, a3=25µm, w1=w2=2µm, 
are defined. The gap width g3, is expressed by 
g3=a2-a1-2*2w2. After optimizing the parameters of 

component in the unit cells, g3 and w3, as shown in Fig. 
15. As the gap width g3 increased, the peak of the first 
high index band is slightly enhanced, the peak of the third 
high index band have a blue-shift with a slight decline. 
When the beam width w3 is increased, the peak of the 
third high index band also have a blue-shift with a slight 
decline, however, the peaks of the first and the second 
high index band almost are uneffected. It can be easily 
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predicted that a triple band high effective refractive index 
metamaterial can be achieved by selecting a suitable gap 
width g3 and decreasing the beam width of w3. 

 

 

Fig. 14. Schematic of the triple band high index  
metamaterial 

 

 
Fig. 15.(a)Gap width of g3 dependent effective refractive 
index: the real part of the index, (b) effective refractive 

index on w1: the real part of the index 
In order to demonstrate the physical origin of the 

triple band high refractive index, the electric field and 
magnetic field distribution at 0.3THz were calculated 
numerically in four unit cells in Fig. 16. In Fig. 16(a), the 
strong electric field is concentrated in the gap between the 
square rings. And due to the negligible metal volume 
fraction corresponding to the current loop, the magnetic 
field penetrates deeply into the unit cells at 0.3THz.  

 

 

Fig. 16.(a) Saturated electric field distribution at 0.3THz, 
(b)the vector plot of the magnetic field distribution at 0.3 

THz in the unit cells 
 
 

5. Conclusions 
 
In summary, the artificial multiband isotropic high 

refractive index metamaterial in the terahertz region can be 
achieved by several square metallic ring patchs. The 
obtained dependence of the triple band effective refractive 
index on the geometric parameters provides a guidance for 
designing multiband high index metamaterials and 
experimental investigation and broaden the application 
field of metamaterial, such as wide-angle metamaterial 
lense, lithography and cloaking devices. 
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